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Abstract: In the current competitive market situation, live streaming has become an essential part of
the digital transformation of agriculture. In this study, we empirically examine the influence of short
video live streaming on the purchase of agricultural products. A regression model was developed
using SPSS 23 software. The final results of this study show that short video live streaming has
a significant effect on the sales of agricultural products. Consumer cognition and emotion show
mediation in the impact between the Key Opinion Leaders (KOL) of charisma, content richness, and
interactive evaluation on the purchase of agricultural products. This study explores the path of the
impact of short video live streaming on the purchasing of agricultural products. It is beneficial to
help agriculture-related practitioners develop new marketing paths, reduce the waste of agricultural
products, and improve the economic income of related practitioners.

Keywords: consumer emotion; consumer cognition; sustainability

1. Introduction

Digitization has spawned live streaming, which in turn has facilitated digitization.
Sales of agricultural goods have increased with the arrival of the 5G era [1]. The competition
between different e-commerce platforms has grown increasingly fierce in the e-commerce
sector. The convenience of shopping and the variety of purchasable products are becom-
ing increasingly popular among consumers [2]. With the development of technology,
E-commerce platforms’ purchasing experiences have steadily fallen short of consumers’
needs for ease and variety. Live streaming has been aided by technological improvement
and the emergence of the Internet [3]. Even though live streaming is a relatively new phe-
nomenon, it has already had a significant economic impact and a positive incentive effect
on the sales of agricultural products [4]. The combination of two different factors—live
streaming and agricultural products—has had a catalytic effect, tapping the potential of
the agricultural market, effectively alleviating the difficulty of selling, assisting industrial
development, and boosting farmers’ income [5]. It is also a significant innovation in the
sale of agricultural products.

Live streaming demands both a high level of professionalism and a large investment,
and many individual businesses (including those of farmers) lack both. Individual busi-
nesses (including those of farmers) find it challenging to implement this strategy in order
to boost sales of agricultural products. However, the popularity of short video platforms
has drawn more users—more than just celebrities and weblebrities—to live streaming. Ad-
ditionally, it might draw more individual businesses (including farmers’ businesses). This
is because there is no financial pressure, and the operating technique for live streaming of
short video platforms is not complicated. The format is very practical for use by individual
businesses, especially by farmers. Many agricultural products were unsalable during the
COVID-19 outbreak, adversely affecting farmers’ interests [6]. To alleviate the situation,
different vegetable warehouses or sheds were quickly transformed into live streaming
rooms to address the issue of sluggish sales, and different KOL (Key Opinion Leaders),
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including celebrities, weblebrities, officials, and individual businesses, took part in live
streaming with products on short video platforms (Tik Tok and Kuai Shou, etc.) [7].

The sectors and the categories that instant commerce has already entered are growing,
adding more users and quickening the delivery of goods to consumers’ homes. Live
streaming agricultural products on short video platforms is already a very distinctive sales
strategy that can significantly expand and increase the market potential for agricultural
products [8]. The short video platforms are also incredibly convenient, offering both a
wide user base and promising business prospects. This activity is becoming essential to the
establishment of a modern agricultural industrial system that can successfully encourage
the sustainable growth of both the agricultural economy and the local economy [5,9].

Live streaming agricultural products using short video platforms is an option to boost
the sales of agricultural products as well as the financial gains of players in the agriculture
industry. As a result, local and regional economies can grow more sustainably. Due to the
accessibility and simplicity of the short video platforms, celebrities, weblebrities, officials,
and individual businesses (including farmers), can all engage in short video live streaming
with agricultural commodities on a social level. Additionally, collaboration between various
KOL (Key Opinion Leaders) categories happens frequently. We believe that there may be a
chance for a beneficial impact on lowering occupational prejudice.

This paper takes agricultural products as the research object and builds a regression
model to explore the impact of short video live streaming on agricultural product sales. It is
conducive to increasing the purchase of agricultural products and the economic income of
relevant employees, effectively alleviating the stagnation of agricultural product marketing,
and broadening the marketing channels of agricultural products. To a certain extent,
the waste of agricultural products is reduced, which is beneficial to further sustainable
development.

This study focuses on the impact of short video live streaming on agricultural product
sales. We propose the research hypotheses through the relevant literature in Section 2.
Section 3 builds a regression model based on the assumptions. To further analyze the
mediating effect, Section 4 analyzes and interprets the mediating variables. Section 5
discusses the implications. Section 6 concludes the research.

2. Literature Review and Research Hypotheses
2.1. Short Video Live-Streaming and Purchasing of Agricultural Products

Businesses can live stream their products on short video platforms like TikTok, Kuai
Shou, and Huo Shan to give customers a more intuitive experience of the items, against the
backdrop of the 5G era [10–12]. Consumer viewing time is influenced by the content’s qual-
ity [13]. Low-quality content not only loses consumer attention, but also leads to consumer
resistance. High-quality live streaming material can provide consumers with sufficient
understanding from both the sensory and the psychological perspectives to allow con-
sumers and retailers to have a closer relationship. That relationship can increase customers’
engagement and interest as well as retailers’ sales success rate [14,15]. However, there are
many different kinds of anchors, or KOL (Key Opinion Leaders), on short video platforms.
Celebrities, weblebrities, officials, and individual businesses including farmers are now
live streaming, with officials rising to prominence following the COVID-19 epidemic [16].
Every kind of KOL has its distinctive charm and appeal that can appeal to various customer
groups and can raise their readiness to purchase goods [17–19]. Additionally, when choos-
ing KOL for live streaming, the KOL’s influence and the number of fans should also be
taken into account. This is because there is a fan economy for KOL [20]. The KOL engages
with viewers and offers ways to enhance the quality of live streaming content when they
live stream with products to guarantee a steady increase in viewing [13,21]. Customer
perception of the product is improved, and customer goodwill grows because of active
online interaction between the KOL and the consumers [22]. In the form of a bullet screen,
consumers can also converse with one another online [23]. Through the bullet screen,
consumers who have already made purchases pass along information on the product’s
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benefits and drawbacks, whether they believe that it is worthwhile to acquire it, etc., to
consumers who have not yet made a purchase.

The influence of short video live banding on the purchase of agricultural products is
seen mostly through interaction, curiosity, and content, when combined with the unique
scenario of a short video platform’s live streaming. The general business strategy of the
retailer and the KOL’s function to control the live streaming with products makes up most
of the short-video platform’s content. The content and the KOL of the short video platform‘s
live streaming are what ultimately spark interest. On the other side, interaction combines
KOL engagement generally and merchant interaction specifically. Because the three factors
have overlapping effects on purchasing agricultural products, we have chosen to construct
a thorough classification. We separate the three components—the content, the interaction,
and the KOL—as well. The term “content” describes the overall richness of short video
live streaming. The interaction aspect is to explain a certain level of interaction between
consumers, KOL, and merchants as a whole. We believe that interaction and content
richness mirror the role of the KOL, although these two factors have not been shown to
reflect the role of KOL categories as much [5,17,18]. Therefore, we divide contemporary
Chinese KOL into the following primary groups: celebrities, weblebrities, officials, and
individual businesses (including farmers). This makes it possible to more easily identify
the charismatic function of KOL categories. The SICAS behavioral consumption model
for “the digital 2.0 + mobile Internet era” was suggested in the China Internet Blue Book.
It has been argued that the current SICAS model is not traditional broadcast advertising
and marketing, but is driven by connected conversations [24,25]. The consumption path
of consumers in the SICAS model is shown in Figure 1. We consider that KOL charisma,
content richness, and interactive evaluation for live streaming on short video platforms
comprise the majority of the independent variables. The hypothesis is as follows:

H1. Short video live streaming has a positive impact on the purchasing of agricultural products.
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2.2. The Mediation of Cognition and Emotion

A novel method of selling agricultural products that offers customers an engaging
and tailored online buying experience is short-video live streaming with produce [26].
Consumers’ attitudes shift when they watch live streamed goods on short video plat-
forms [5,7,27]. Changes in consumer attitudes are mainly attributed to cognitive and
affective variables, or rather, attitudes are constituted by affect and cognition [28,29]. By
live-streaming agricultural products, consumers can deepen their impressions and better
understand the products, which in turn improves consumer perception [3,30,31]. A linear
link also exists between variables, including product brand, service quality, and consumer
perception [27,32]. Then when it comes to emotions, the complexity of live streaming
affects consumer emotions as well [33]. Consumers who opt to watch live streaming will
experience emotional shifts according to the charm or the face value of the KOL, as well
as whether the content of live streaming is pertinent to their own positive emotions or
satisfaction [34,35]. Additionally, the bullet screen contact in short video live streaming is
more practical and promotes consumer goodwill [14,36]. Buying impulses can be sparked
by consumer perceptions and emotions and buying intentions can also be influenced by
these factors [37–40]. This is somewhat similar to the Taobao platform’s live streaming. But
the difference in platform attributes will ultimately produce different results [41].

Figure 1 illustrates the influence path, which includes both the cognitive and the
emotional aspects. Whether by content, interaction, or by KOL charisma, live streaming on
short video platforms affects consumers’ emotions and cognition; this results in consumers’
purchase of agricultural products. Several authors [14] have pointed out that live streaming
can influence consumers’ psychology to achieve growth of business orders. Consumer
cognition does have mediation in live streaming the purchase of agricultural products [5].
Additionally, as mentioned above, consumers’ emotions are influenced by live streaming
content and by KOL charisma, and these emotions in turn influence purchasing behavior, to
some extent. Therefore, we introduce two factors (emotion and cognition) into the influence
of live streaming on short video platforms regarding the purchase of agricultural products.
The hypothesis is as follows:

H2. There is the mediation of consumer cognition in the influence of short video live streaming on
the purchase of agricultural products.

H3. There is the mediation of consumer emotion in the influence of short video live streaming on the
purchase of agricultural products.

Based on the above analysis and the proposed hypotheses, the model is established in
Figure 2:

It should be noted that the independent variables selected are KOL charisma, content
richness, and interaction evaluation of short-video live banding. For the convenience of
processing, H1 categorizes these three independent variables as short video live streaming.
The empirical analysis is still conducted with the three independent variables mentioned
above. The abbreviations and the interpretations of the variables are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Variable table.

Number Indicator Abbreviation Indicator Definition

Independent Variable

KOL Charisma KC

The KOL includes celebrities, weblebrities,
officials, and individual businesses (including

farmers) in the short video live streaming.
Customers will have varying tastes for the type

and style of KOL.

Content Richness CR
The marketing content created in the short video
live streaming, such as any fun language around

the product, etc.

Interactive Evaluation IE
Interaction between KOLs and customers, as

well as the bullet screen of relevant comments on
the product by consumers, both old and new.

Intermediary variable
Consumer Cognition CC The degree of consumer cognition of products,

services, etc. through short video live streaming.

Consumer Emotion CE The impact of short video live streaming on
consumer emotions in the process with goods.

Dependent variable Purchasing of Agricultural
Products AP Whether consumers will buy produce.

3. Research Methodology
3.1. Research Framework

The main lines of thought and processes of this study are specifically represented in
Figure 3.
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3.2. Data Collection and Description
3.2.1. Study Area

The agricultural resources in Nanyang City, which is in central China, are abundant.
Nanyang City is situated in the region of China between the subtropical and temperate
climates. This region has a continental monsoon humid semi-humid climate, which is
ideal for crop growth. Notably, 76.47% of Nanyang City’s total land area is comprised
of agricultural land. The most populated agricultural city in China’s Henan Province,
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Nanyang City, benefits from a large labor pool that makes it easier for the city to develop
its agricultural industry.

The use of live streaming in Nanyang City has successfully increased the number of
jobs and has added several live streaming training organizations while meeting the present
demand for agricultural product internet marketing in a short amount of time. Since then,
short video live streaming of agricultural products has been the norm in Nanyang City,
due to the qualities of short video live streaming.

3.2.2. Data Sources

A questionnaire is suggested to collect the data for this study’s empirical analysis.
To ensure that appropriate analytical results can be achieved, the questionnaire must
be properly and reasonably developed [5]. Consequently, an appropriate set of fixed
measuring indicators was established through the analysis of the pertinent theoretical
literature. Short video live streaming with agricultural products (independent variable),
consumer cognition and emotion (intermediary variable), and purchasing of agricultural
products (dependent variable) were the three parts under which the questionnaire’s range
of study questions was examined.

Consider people in Nanyang City who acquire agricultural items through short video
live streaming. The questionnaire was made available through platforms including WeChat,
QQ, short video platforms, and offline, based on the utilization of the fragmented reading
function. A total of 715 questionnaires were gathered; 600 of them were valid, 115 were
deemed invalid, and the questionnaire’s effectiveness rate was 83.9%.

3.2.3. Descriptive Statistical Analysis

The basic situation of the data was obtained from the distributed questionnaires,
as well as the basic information situation of the respondents which was analyzed. The
following Table 2 shows:

Table 2. Descriptive statistical analysis.

Population Basic Characteristics Frequency Frequency Rate

Gender
Male 296 49%

Female 304 51%

Age

18–30 years old 254 42.3%
31–40 years old 193 32.2%
41–50 years old 116 19.3%

Over 50 years old 37 6.1%

Education

High
school/vocational
school and below

93 15.5%

Junior college 170 28.3%
Bachelor’s degree 288 48%

Master’s degree and
above 49 8.2%

Occupation

Current students 177 28.5%
Corporate employees 241 40.2%
Private professionals 81 13.5%
Government workers 66 11%

Other occupations 35 5.8%

Monthly Income

Less than 4000 yuan 253 42.2%
4001–6000 yuan 88 14.7%
6001–8000 yuan 88 14.7%

8001–10,000 yuan 65 10.8%
Above 10,000 yuan 106 17.7%
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Table 2. Cont.

Population Basic Characteristics Frequency Frequency Rate

Favorite Short Video
App

Tik Tok 403 67.2%
Kuai Shou 95 15.8%

Wei Shi 23 3.8%
Huo Shan 64 10.7%

Other 15 2.5%

In this study, 600 valid questionnaires were gathered, of which 296 (or 49%) of those
came from men. There were questionnaires from 304 women, at 51% of the total, so the
number of men to women was roughly equal.

There were 254 participants in the study who were between the ages of 18 and 30, at
42.3% of the total.

People in the age range of 18 to 30 comprise the majority of those who purchase
agricultural products through the live streaming of short video platforms.

Most of the research subjects had earned bachelor’s degrees. The size of the percentage
with degrees demonstrates that the research participants have a sober understanding of
short video live streaming.

Many of the research subjects reported that they are employed by businesses and a
majority of them are students; this indicates that business employees have a more consistent
source of income and greater purchasing power. The size of the group of school students
comes next; while they do not have the consistent income of firm employees, they do have
some spare income, free time, and a greater level of passion for agricultural goods.

The group with a monthly income of less than 4000 yuan likes short-video live stream-
ing with agricultural products, according to the monthly incomes of the survey respondents.

When it comes to their preferred short video app, respondents who buy live-brought
goods seem to favor TikTok.

3.3. Reliability Analysis

According to Table 3 below, the reliability analysis of the sample overall shows the
following: Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.948 wherein the value is above 0.9 which indicates a very
high level of reliability of the sample overall.

Table 3. Results of the overall reliability analysis of the sample.

CRONBACH’S ALPHA NUMBER OF ITEMS

0.948 19

3.4. Validity Analysis
3.4.1. Validity Analysis and Factor Analysis of Independent Variables

The independent variables include KOL Charisma (KC), Content Richness (CR), and
Interactive Evaluation (IE). Validity analysis and factor analysis were conducted for these
three dimensions. Table 4 shows that the significance of the Bartlett Test of Sphericity is
0.000, which is less than 0.01 and is adequate for factor analysis, and that the value of KMO
is 0.950. The principal components were then used to test KOL Charisma (KC), Content
Richness (CR), and Interactive Evaluation (IE).

Table 4. Results of KMO sample measures and Bartlett test of sphericity for independent variables.

KMO 0.950

Bartlett Test of Sphericity
Approximate Cardinality 2817.226521

Degree of Freedom 45
Significance 0.000
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According to Table 5, where the cumulative variance contribution rate is larger than
65% and the commonality values for all study items are higher than 0.4, it is possible to
effectively extract the data from the study items. Also indicating the validity of the data is
the KMO value of 0.95, which is higher than 0.6. Furthermore, the variance explained that
values for the three components were 54.336%, 61.108%, and 67.247%, respectively, and the
cumulative variance explained values (Rotated) was 67.847% > 60%. This means that the
information content of the study items can be extracted effectively.

Table 5. Total variance explained.

Initial Eigenvalue Extracted Load Sum of Squares Rotated Load Sum of Squares

Total Variance %
Cumulative Cumulative % Total Variance %

Cumulative Cumulative % Total Variance %
Cumulative Cumulative %

5.434 54.336 54.336 5.434 54.336 54.336 2.463 24.626 24.626
0.677 6.771 61.108 0.677 6.771 61.108 2.301 23.008 47.634
0.614 6.140 67.247 0.614 6.140 67.247 1.961 19.614 67.247
0.576 5.758 73.005
0.546 5.455 78.461
0.510 5.104 83.565
0.479 4.792 88.357
0.472 4.719 93.076
0.459 4.591 97.667
0.233 2.333 100.000

3.4.2. Validity Analysis and Factor Analysis of Intermediary Variables

The intermediary variables include consumer cognition and consumer sentiment, and
validity analysis and factor analysis were conducted for these two dimensions.

As can be seen from Table 6, the value of KMO is 0.894 and the significance of the
Bartlett Test of Sphericity is 0.000 which is less than 0.01 and is suitable for factor analysis.
Next, the principal component analysis was adopted to test consumer cognition and
consumer emotion.

Table 6. Results of KMO sample measures and Bartlett test of sphericity for Intermediary variables.

KMO 0.894

Bartlett Test of Sphericity
Approximate Cardinality 1315.715353

Degree of Freedom 15
Significance 0.000

Table 7 shows that the cumulative variance contribution rate was larger than 65% and
the commonality values for all study items are higher than 0.4, so it is possible to effectively
extract the data from the study items. Also indicating the validity of the data is the KMO
value of 0.95, which is higher than 0.6. Furthermore, the variance explained values for the
three components were 58.026% and 67.847%, respectively, and the cumulative variance
explained values (Rotated) was 67.847% > 60%. This means that the information content of
the study items can be extracted effectively.

Table 7. Total variance explained.

Initial Eigenvalue Extracted Load Sum of Squares Rotated Load Sum of Squares

Total Variance %
Cumulative Cumulative % Total Variance %

Cumulative Cumulative % Total Variance %
Cumulative Cumulative %

3.482 58.026 58.026 3.482 58.026 58.026 2.198 36.639 36.639
0.589 9.821 67.847 0.589 9.821 67.847 1.872 31.208 67.847
0.533 8.888 76.735
0.486 8.107 84.842
0.459 7.654 92.497
0.450 7.503 100.000

3.4.3. Validity Analysis of Dependent Variables

The dependent variable is mainly the consumer purchases of agricultural products,
for which a validity analysis was performed. The research assumption serves as the
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basis for the dependent variable. In equations like regression analysis, the dependent
variable is thought to be impacted and predicted. Depending on how it is structured,
factor analysis may or may not be necessary for the dependent variable. Factor analysis is
required if the dependent variable has a multidimensional rather than a unidimensional
structure, or if the multi-factor structure has a more precise and unambiguous meaning
than the single structure. It is as though having just one total intelligence score makes
sense for intelligence as a dependent variable, but segmenting it into distinct structures
like operational intelligence, verbal intelligence, and social intelligence, and then having
other factors predict each one separately may make more sense than having just one total
intelligence score. This is due to the possibility that the factors may only affect parts of these
factors or that they may have various effects. Therefore, validity analysis was conducted
only for the dependent variable.

As can be seen from Table 8, the value of KMO is 0.699 and the significance of the
Bartlett Test of Sphericity is 0.000, which is less than 0.01.

Table 8. Results of KMO sample measures and Bartlett test of sphericity for Dependent variables.

KMO 0.699

Bartlett Test of Sphericity
Approximate Cardinality 466.530287

Degree of Freedom 3
Significance 0.000

3.5. Correlation Analysis

In this study, the Pearson correlation coefficient was adopted to analyze the de-
pendence between variables. The following correlation analysis will be performed by
SPSS software.

Table 9 shows that Interactive Evaluation (IE) on the Purchasing of Agricultural
Products (AP) has a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.699, which is greater than 0.5. It
means that, at the significant level of 0.01, there is a moderate correlation between these
two variables. The remaining variables have Pearson correlation coefficients larger than 0.7
which denotes a strong positive correlation between the variables.

Table 9. Correlation analysis.

Variables KC CR IE CC CE AP

KC
Pearson Correlation

1Significance (Two-Tailed)

CR
Pearson Correlation 0.768 **

1Significance (Two-Tailed) 0.000

IE
Pearson Correlation 0.764 ** 0.706 **

1Significance (Two-Tailed) 0.000 0.000

CC
Pearson Correlation 0.748 ** 0.708 ** 0.738 **

1Significance (Two-Tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000

CE
Pearson Correlation 0.768 ** 0.735 ** 0.752 ** 0.746 **

1Significance (Two-Tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

AP
Pearson Correlation 0.743 ** 0.737 ** 0.699 ** 0.733 ** 0.732 **

1Significance (Two-Tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

** At the 0.01 level (two-tailed), the correlation is significant.

3.6. Regression Analysis
3.6.1. Regression Analysis of Short Video Live-Streaming on Purchasing of
Agricultural Products

The data is subsequently examined in this section using SPSS software to perform
multiple linear regression. After inputting the regression equation, the stepwise entry ap-
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proach was utilized to look at the outcomes of the independent variables. The relationship
between the variables was examined in this manner.

Panel 1 of Table 10 shows that the modified coefficient of determination R2 is 0.636 and
that the complex correlation coefficient R is 0.799. This shows that 63.6% of the variation
in Purchasing of Agricultural Products (AP) can be explained by the three independent
variables. The F is 349.541, with a probability of significance of 0.000, which is less than
0.01. This suggests that both the linear link and the regression effect are highly significant.
The DW value is 2.030, which is close to 2, indicating that the data are acceptable and that
there is no autocorrelation issue.

Table 10. Regression analysis.

Panel 1. Regression analysis results.

Models R R2 Adjusted R2
Error in

Standard
Estimation

R2 Amount of
Change F Significance DW

1 0.799 0.638 0.636 0.52214 0.638 349.541 0.000 2.030

Panel 2. Regression matrix.

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta t Significance
Covariance Statistics

B Standard
Error Tolerance VIF

1

(Constant) 0.400 0.109 3.676 0.000
KC 0.327 0.046 0.314 7.118 0.000 0.312 3.203
CR 0.357 0.042 0.342 8.493 0.000 0.376 2.660
IE 0.222 0.041 0.218 5.462 0.000 0.381 2.621

Predictor variable: (constant), KOL Charisma (KC), Content Richness (CR), and Interactive Evaluation (IE).
Dependent variable: Purchasing of Agricultural Products (AP).

Panel 2 shows that the tolerance is more than 0.1 and that all the independent variables’
VIF values are fewer than 10. This shows that the independent variables do not have a
multicollinearity issue. The unstandardized coefficients are, respectively, 0.327, 0.357, and
0.222. Content Richness (CR) has the biggest impact on independent variables. Therefore,
the hypothesis of H1 holds. The regression equation:

AP = α0 + α1KC + α2CR + α3 IE + ε (1)

3.6.2. Regression Analysis of Short Video Live-Streaming on Consumer Cognition
and Emotion

(1) Short video live-streaming and consumer cognition

By using KOL Charisma (KC), Content Richness (CR), and Interactive Evaluation
(IE) as independent variables, and Consumer Cognition (CC) as the dependent variable,
multiple linear regression was carried out.

Panel 1 of Table 11 shows that the modified coefficient of determination R2 is 0.644
and the complex correlation coefficient R is 0.803. This shows that 64.4% of the variation
in Consumer Cognition (CC) can be explained by three independent variables. The F is
361.655 with a probability of significance of 0.000 and less than 0.01. This suggests that both
the linear link and the regression effect are highly significant. The DW value is 2.017, which
is close to 2, indicating that the data are acceptable and that there is no autocorrelation issue.

Panel 2 shows that the tolerance is more than 0.1 and that all the independent variables’
VIF values are fewer than 10. This shows that the independent variables do not have a
multicollinearity issue. The unstandardized coefficients are, respectively, 0.329, 0.238, and
0.342. Interactive Evaluation (IE) shows the biggest impact on Consumer Cognition (CC).
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Table 11. Regression analysis.

Panel 1. Regression analysis results.

Models R R2 Adjusted
R2

Error in
Standard

Estimation
R2 Amount of

Change F Significance DW

2 0.803 0.645 0.644 0.51608 0.645 361.655 0.000 2.017

Panel 2. Regression matrix.

Model

Unstandardized
coefficients

Beta t Significance
Covariance statistics

B Standard
error Tolerance VIF

2

(Constant) 0.363 0.108 3.374 0.001
KC 0.329 0.045 0.316 7.243 0.000 0.312 3.203
CR 0.238 0.042 0.228 5.726 0.000 0.376 2.660
IE 0.342 0.040 0.336 8.501 0.000 0.381 2.621

Predictor variable: (constant), KOL Charisma (KC), Content Richness (CR), and Interactive Evaluation (IE).
Dependent variable: Consumer Cognition (CC).

(2) Short video live-streaming and consumer emotion

Panel 1 of Table 12 shows that the modified coefficient of determination R2 is 0.679
and the complex correlation coefficient R is 0.825. This shows that 67.9% of the variation in
Consumer Emotion (CE) can be explained by three independent variables. The F is 423.123
with a probability of significance of 0.000 and less than 0.01. This suggests that both the
linear link and the regression effect are highly significant. The DW value is 1.996, which is
close to 2, indicating that the data are acceptable and that there is no autocorrelation issue.

Table 12. Regression analysis.

Plan 1. Regression analysis results.

Models R R2 Adjusted
R2

Error in
Standard

Estimation
R2 Amount of

Change F Significance DW

2 0.825 0.680 0.679 0.48257 0.680 423.123 0.000 1.996

Plan 2. Regression matrix.

Model
Unstandardized

coefficients Beta t Significance Covariance statistics

B Standard
error Tolerance VIF

2

(Constant) 0.307 0.101 3.049 0.002
KC 0.331 0.043 0.323 7.792 0.000 0.312 3.203
CR 0.267 0.039 0.260 6.882 0.000 0.376 2.660
IE 0.322 0.038 0.321 8.571 0.000 0.381 2.621

Predictor variable: (constant), KOL Charisma (KC), Content Richness (CR), and Interactive Evaluation (IE).
Dependent variable: Consumer Emotion (CE).

Panel 2 shows that the tolerance is more than 0.1 and that all the independent variables’
VIF values are fewer than 10. This shows that the independent variables do not have a
multicollinearity issue. The unstandardized coefficients are, respectively, 0.331, 0.267, and
0.322. KOL Charisma (KC) has the biggest impact on Consumer Emotion (CE).

3.6.3. Regression Analysis of Consumer Cognition and Emotion on Purchasing of
Agricultural Products

Consumer perception and consumer emotion were included in the independent vari-
ables, and purchasing of agricultural products was included in the dependent variables
and was subjected to multiple linear regression.

Panel 1 of Table 13 shows that the modified coefficient of determination R2 is 0.614
and the complex correlation coefficient R is 0.784. This shows that 61.4% of the variation
in Consumer Emotion (CE) can be explained by three independent variables. The F is
476.787 with a probability of significance of 0.000, which is less than 0.01. This suggests
that both the linear link and the regression effect are highly significant. The DW value
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is 1.829, which is close to 2, indicating that the data are acceptable and that there is no
autocorrelation issue.

Table 13. Regression analysis.

Panel 1. Regression analysis results.

Models R R2 Adjusted
R2

Error in
standard

estimation
R2 Amount of

change F Significance DW

3 0.784 0.615 0.614 0.53774 0.615 476.787 0.000 1.829

Panel 2. Regression matrix.

Model

Unstandardized
coefficients

Beta t Significance
Covariance statistics

B Standard
error Tolerance VIF

3
(Constant) 0.625 0.107 5.846 0.000

CC 0.422 0.038 0.421 11.052 0.000 0.444 2.255
CE 0.425 0.039 0.418 10.959 0.000 0.444 2.255

Predictor variable: (constant), Consumer Cognition (CC), and Consumer Emotion (CE). Dependent variable:
Purchasing of Agricultural Products (AP).

As can be seen in Panel 2 of Table 13, the VIF values of both variables are less than
10 and the tolerances are greater than 0.1; this indicates that there is no multicollinearity
problem between the variables. The unstandardized coefficients of Consumer Cognition
(CC) and Consumer Emotion (CE) are 0.422 and 0.425, respectively.

4. Analysis of Intermediary Variables

We know that there is a significant effect association between KOL Charisma (KC),
Content Richness (CR), and Interactive Evaluation (IE) on Purchasing of Agricultural Prod-
ucts (AP) due to the prior regression study. The relationships between KOL Charisma (KC),
Content Richness (CR), and Interactive Evaluation (IE) on Consumer Cognition (CC) and
Consumer Emotion (CE) are significant. There is a significant effect relationship between
Consumer Cognition (CC) and Consumer Emotion (CE) on Purchasing of Agricultural
Products (AP). Therefore, in this study, Consumer Cognition (CC) and Consumer Emotion
(CE) were introduced into the regression model for testing through SPSS software.

4.1. Consumer Cognition

From Table 14, the regression coefficient of KOL Charisma (KC) changed from 0.327
to 0.239. The regression coefficient of Content Richness (CR) changed from 0.357 to 0.293,
and the regression coefficient of Interactive Evaluation (IE) changed from 0.222 to 0.130.
Thus, it can be proved that Consumer Cognition (CC) plays a partial mediation in the
regression relationship between live streaming on short video platforms (KC, CR, and IE)
and Purchasing of Agricultural Products (AP). Hypothesis H2 is valid. The regression
equation:

APcc = β0 + β1KC + β2CR + β3 IE + β4CC + ε (2)

Table 14. Regression matrix.

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta t Significance
Covariance Statistics

B Standard
Error Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 0.400 0.109 3.676 0.000
KC 0.327 0.046 0.314 7.118 0.000 0.312 3.203
CR 0.357 0.042 0.342 8.493 0.000 0.376 2.660
IE 0.222 0.041 0.218 5.462 0.000 0.381 2.621
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Table 14. Cont.

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta t Significance
Covariance Statistics

B Standard
Error Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 0.302 0.106 2.851 0.005
KC 0.239 0.046 0.229 5.155 0.000 0.287 3.485
CR 0.293 0.042 0.280 7.031 0.000 0.356 2.807
IE 0.130 0.042 0.128 3.128 0.002 0.340 2.939
CC 0.270 0.040 0.270 6.749 0.000 0.355 2.820

Dependent variable: Purchasing of Agricultural Products (AP).

4.2. Consumer Emotion

From Table 15, the regression coefficient of KOL Charisma (KC) changed from 0.327
to 0.247. The regression coefficient of Content Richness (CR) changed from 0.357 to 0.292,
and the regression coefficient of Interactive Evaluation (IE) changed from 0.222 to 0.144.
Thus, it can be proved that Consumer Emotion (CE) plays a partial mediation in the
regression relationship between live streaming on short video platforms (KC, CR, and IE)
and Purchasing of Agricultural Products (AP). Hypothesis H3 is valid. The regression
equation:

APce = ω0 + ω1KC + ω2CR + ω3 IE + ω4CE + ε (3)

Table 15. Regression matrix.

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta t Significance
Covariance Statistics

B Standard
Error Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 0.400 0.109 3.676 0.000
KC 0.327 0.046 0.314 7.118 0.000 0.312 3.203
CR 0.357 0.042 0.342 8.493 0.000 0.376 2.660
IE 0.222 0.041 0.218 5.462 0.000 0.381 2.621

(Constant) 0.326 0.107 3.046 0.002
KC 0.247 0.047 0.237 5.249 0.000 0.283 3.530
CR 0.292 0.043 0.280 6.861 0.000 0.348 2.872
IE 0.144 0.042 0.142 3.428 0.001 0.340 2.944
CE 0.242 0.043 0.238 5.598 0.000 0.320 3.130

Dependent variable: Purchasing of Agricultural Products (AP).

5. Discussion
5.1. Live-Streaming on Short Video Platforms

Short video platforms’ primary feature is social which also includes features like
visibility, interactivity, authenticity, entertainment, and convenience. Short videos draw a
diverse audience of users and traffic because of their original content strategy. They adopt
advertising, live streaming, and audience rewards to gain benefits. “Short video + live
streaming” as a new format, with its short time, concise content, rapid dissemination, strong
interactivity, and other characteristics, has become an important way to sell agricultural
products. Additionally, it enables individual merchants, farmers, and others to directly live
stream on a cellphone, with undeniable simplicity.

Compared with [41] Taobao’s e-commerce live streaming study, it can be found that
short video platforms are not as complicated to operate as e-commerce platforms; both
individual merchants and farmers can livestream directly through their mobile phones
to promote their agricultural products. Farmers and individual merchants will find this
more convenient which will directly ease the strain on both human and physical capital.
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Additionally, the bar for its cultural requirements is greatly decreased which is suitable
for farmers and independent retailers. Due to the unique qualities of agricultural prod-
ucts, some companies or large organizations live stream production bases of agricultural
products directly to consumers through a short video platform. This allows consumers to
comprehend the required agricultural products from the source. In addition, short video
live streaming might provide viewers with a more intuitive experience on a consumer
level. Customers are given enough information to establish a closer relationship with the
merchant to increase their involvement and interest, both sensory and mental [27,31,34].

5.2. Model Analysis

Short video live streaming showed a strong positive impact on the Purchasing of Agri-
cultural Products (AP), as demonstrated by the model and regression analysis, supporting
hypothesis H1. The degree of influence was Content Richness (CR) > KOL Charisma (KC)
> Interactive Evaluation (IE), in that order. While there are similarities with the study
of [17], there are also differences. They mainly focus on the different impacts of the KOL
study while the impact of KOL in live streaming is classified. We think that, on short video
platforms, live streaming is influenced by a variety of factors in addition to KOL, such as
how quickly the whole content can draw viewers. For instance, due to the short video
platform’s immediacy, users may decide to leave if the live stream does not quickly cause
their interest. It is clear from the regression analysis that Content Richness (CR) has the
greatest proportion of impact on the Purchasing of Agricultural Products (AP).

When watching live streaming on short video platforms, consumers are impacted
by the content, the KOL charisma, and an interactive evaluation of the live streaming.
The process of its influence also shows a shift in the attitude with which consumers view
the product [14]. We discovered some similarities to the study of [5] in the process of
examining the impact of short video live streaming on the purchasing of agricultural
products. However, the factors that we introduced were based on consumer attitudes, and
we categorized attitudes into cognitive and affective. We did not intentionally introduce
willingness because willingness is also generated. After all, short live video banding has a
positive impact on consumers’ cognition and emotion.

For instance, KOLs introduce agricultural products from all angles so that people
can learn more about their nutritional worth, pricing, and beauty. This alters consumers’
cognition of the products, among other things. On the one hand, consumer attitudes affect
their purchasing decisions. Before purchasing a good or service, consumers will develop
certain attitudes such as dislike, trust, or distrust. Customers are more inclined to purchase
a good or service if they have a positive attitude toward it. Conversely, if customers have
a bad opinion of a good or service, they might decide not to purchase it. On the other
hand, consumers purchasing agricultural products will impact perceptions in turn. After
purchasing a certain product or service, consumers form attitudes based on their consumer
experience and how they feel after using it. They are more likely to develop a favorable
opinion of the brand and the product and remain devoted clients if they have a positive
attitude experience and feeling about the product or service. Conversely, if customers have
an unfavorable experience with the product or service and have negative feelings about
it, they may develop negative attitudes toward the brand and the product, and they may
cease using it.

We conclude that consumer cognition and emotion are intertwined and mutually
affect customer brand loyalty and purchasing decisions. This is supported by the regression
results of our H2 and H3 hypotheses, which show that the cognitive and affective variables
have a sizable beneficial impact on the purchasing of agricultural products.

6. Conclusions

In short, due to the influence of digitalization, agricultural products can change the
current traditional marketing mode through live streaming. The live streaming provided by
the short video platform is more convenient and the audience is wider. To fully understand
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the impact of short video live streaming, we chose Nanyang City as the study area. The
analysis method includes field research, making questionnaires, and building regression
models. The model’s construction introduces the customer’s cognition and emotion. The
final results show that the live streaming of short video platforms has a significant positive
impact on the sale of agricultural products. Consumer cognition and consumer emotion
play a mediating role. The consumption path of the model was identified. Sellers can
vigorously develop the short video platform to live carry agricultural products as a way to
expand sales channels and increase income. And, through this development, effectively
target the two aspects of consumer cognition and consumer emotion to ensure that its sales
effect is significant. However, during this study, we did not make a comprehensive analysis
of the country because we were doing a pilot study. And we did not introduce factors
such as financial resources and logistics costs in our analysis. In our future research, we
will take a more sophisticated approach to introduce and analyze these factors. Finally,
this study also provides a basis for future research on the virtual economy. It can further
explore the application of the short video live streaming model in other fields, providing
more reference and inspiration for economic development in the digital era.
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